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The island of Okoto was a place of peace, where villagers 
lived in harmony with each other and their world. Two 

brothers, Ekimu and Makuta, used the natural 
elemental forces of the island to forge masks for 
the Protectors. The villagers used their masks to 
shape the island to suit their needs.

Ekimu wore the Mask of Creation and Makuta the Mask of 
Control. But when the villagers came to value Ekimu’s masks 
more, Makuta grew jealous. Defying all wisdom, he attempted 
to make the most powerful mask ever. When this experiment 
threatened the entire island, Ekimu managed to knock the 
mask off his brother’s face, resulting in a huge explosion. 
Both brothers were knocked unconscious for thousands  
of years and their masks scattered all over the island …

THE LEGEND OF

Many thousands of years ago …
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Now …
Six brightly colored comets have crashed on  
Okoto. From their midst come six mighty heroes,  
the Toa. These are beings foretold in Protector  
legend, who are destined to free the island  
from darkness.

Okoto has been overrun by skull spiders, dangerous 
beasts that only the Toa can hope to defeat. Accompanied 
by the Protectors, the Toa go on a quest to find Masks  
of Power. These masks are the key to unlocking the  
Toa’s fighting potential.

Even with the masks, can the Toa hope to stop not only a 
horde of terrible foes but their leader, the monstrous Lord 
of The Skull Spiders? And if they fall, what hope can be 
left for Okoto and its people?

The first mission of this Toa team may well be its last.



Join six heroes on an epic quest to collect Masks 
of Power and defeat the forces of darkness.
Six mysterious heroes, the Toa, have crashed on the island of Okoto. Their mission: collect 
ancient Masks of Power and use their elemental powers to stop a great evil that threatens 
the island. Ultimately, they must seek out the legendary Mask of Creation before it falls into 
evil hands. Aided by brave and resourceful villagers called Protectors, the Toa will need all of 
their battle skill and elemental powers to fight and win.

ENTER THE WORLD OF 

THE REGION OF FIRE
The most dangerous area of the island, it encompasses 
the three great volcanoes of Okoto. Great lava rivers run 
south from the mountains, forming lakes before they run 
into the sea. The Protectors never know when another 
eruption may occur.

THE REGION OF STONE
Hot and barren, this region dominates the northwestern 
part of Okoto. Strange desert canyons, trackless 
sand dunes, and violent sandstorms are just 
some of the challenges a traveller may face. 

THE REGION OF EARTH
This area is filled with treacherous ravines, crevices 
and rifts, with a complex system of tunnels and 
caverns beneath the surface. Fields of obsidian 
give it a unique look. The Protectors who dwell here 
spend most of their time underground.

TOA TAHU
Master of Fire 

TOA ONUA
Master of Earth

TOA POHATU
Master of Stone

Protector 
of Fire

Protector 
of Earth

Protector 
of Stone

Journey to the island of Okoto  
and meet the Toa at 

LEGO.com/bionicle
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TOA LEWA
Master of Jungle

TOA GALI
Master of Water

Protector 
of Ice

Protector 
of Water

Protector 
of Jungle

THE REGION OF JUNGLE
Home to the most ancient of Okoto’s ruins, the jungle 
is a place of astounding sights and great danger. 
Mysterious swamps, levitating islands supported 
by the roots of gigantic trees, and other wonders 
can be found by anyone brave enough to explore.

THE REGION OF ICE
Northern Okoto is a frozen tundra. 
Terrible blizzards blow across the region 
at times, flash-freezing everything in 
minutes. Only the toughest Protector 
can hope to survive here for long.

THE REGION OF WATER
A place of fast-flowing rivers that run from the mountains 
to the west and a northern glacier, creating a series of great 
lakes. The southern part of the region borders the jungle 
and is mainly swamp, much of it still unexplored.TOA LEWA

Master of Jungle

TOA GALI
Master of Water

TOA KOPAKA
Master of Ice

Protector 
of Ice

Protector 
of Water

Protector 
of Jungle



These six Toa must use their masks, their powers, 
their strength and skill to conquer the forces that 
threaten the Protectors and the entire island.

ELEMENT: Earth

MASK: Mask of Earth

POWERS: Night vision 
and the ability to 
create earthquakes

WEAPON: Earthquake 
Hammer that can split 
to become a pair of 
Turbo Shovelers

Onua is grounded 
and wise. He likes to 
spend his spare time 
meditating under the 
stars (although he has 
been known to fall 
asleep while doing it). 
He doesn’t talk much, 
but when he does, his 
teammates know to 
listen to him.

ELEMENT: Water

MASK: Mask of Water

POWERS: Water control  
and the ability to out-swim  
any known creature

WEAPON: Elemental Trident

MEET THE HEROES OF

ELEMENT: Ice

MASK: Mask of Ice

POWERS: Freezing touch  
and resistance to cold

WEAPON: Frost Shield that 
can split to become two 
Avalanche Skis

Kopaka is noble and reserved, 
with a strict moral code. He 
believes that he must do 
everything perfectly right from 
the start, and the pressure he 
puts on himself can make him 
seem cold to others.

Gali is friendly and 
peaceful, but when her 
friends are threatened, 
she can be as fierce as 
the raging ocean. She 
hates all injustice. Gali 
is the most well-liked 
of anyone on the team.



ELEMENT: Jungle

MASK: Mask of Jungle

POWERS: Communes  
with plants and the wind

WEAPON: Battle Axes

ELEMENT: Fire
MASK: Mask of Fire
POWERS: Fire control  
and resistance to heat
WEAPON: Two Fire  
Blades that can be 
combined into a  
Lava Surfboard

Hot-headed and 
brave, Tahu likes to 
think of himself as 
the most heroic of the 
group. Although this 
sometimes leads him 
into trouble, he seems 
to be naturally lucky and 
always winds up on top.

 ELEMENT: Stone

MASK: Mask of Stone

POWERS: Breaks and throw 
rocks with incredible strength

WEAPON: Jetarangs that can 
be used as Stormarangs

Pohatu is unyielding, fearless, 
and the toughest of all the 
heroes. His stamina is second 
to none and he often takes the 
lead when advancing into a 
potentially dangerous area.   
He can be extremely stubborn 
which sometimes leads him to 
butt heads with Tahu  
and Kopaka.

Lewa is a true daredevil, a 
fast-talking adventurer whose 
“rush in first, ask questions 
later” attitude often leads him 
into trouble. His carefree way 
of living both endears him 
to his teammates and drives 
them crazy at the same time. 



BATTLE FOR THE
REGION OF



You can create this awesome Special Tahu 
build using pieces from Tahu Master of 
Fire and Protector of Fire. 

ADD TO YOUR 
BIONICLE 
ADVENTURES!

For building instructions for the Special Tahu  
build go online to LEGO.com/club. Log in with your  
LEGO ID and click on “Build” in the top menu.

BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS ONLINE 



The island of Okoto and its inhabitants are threatened by 
an ancient evil. Inspired by a prophecy, the Protectors use 
the Mask of Time to summon help. Six heroes land on the 
island from the sky… the Toa have arrived! Each of these 
heroes is a master of one of the six elements: Fire, Water, 

Earth, Jungle, Ice and Stone. The heart of their elemental 
control is their mask. But legend tells of the Golden Masks, 
sources of even greater power, which were scattered 
over the Island and now lie hidden. The Toa must find them 
if they are to save the island!

The Golden Mask of Fire is destined for 
Toa Tahu, the Master of Fire. He uses his 
flame power to wield his two fire blades, 
before forging a Lava Surf-board from 
their parts. Imagine what he could do 
with his Golden Mask!

The Golden Mask of Ice is ordained for 
Kopaka, Master of Ice. The freezing 
power at his command creates an 
invincible frost shield that he can melt 
into avalanche skis at will. The Golden 
Mask will complete his skills!

Onua, Master of Earth, is seeking the 
golden Mask of Eartvh to add to his 
strength. He may need to delve deep 
underground with his turbo shovellers 
and use his power to create the 
earthquake hammer from their blades.

Gali, Master of Water, hunts for her 
Golden Mask using her shark fins and 
harpoon, the weapons of the ocean. 
Water cannot be broken and always 
finds a way through. What else could 
Gali achieve with that power?

Pohatu, Master of Stone, can also take to 
the air using his Jeterangs. He can use 
the powers of stone - ageless and 
unbreakable - to form two Stormerang 
weapons. With his Golden Mask of 
Stone, anything is possible!

DISCOVER THE POWER OF THE 

Can the Toa use their power to save Okoto?

Learn more about the Toa at  

LEGO.com/bionicle

The Golden Mask of the Jungle will 
power-up the abilities of Toa Lewa, 
Master of the Jungle. He can already 
turn his X-Glider into dual battle axes, 
but with the golden Mask he can 
channel the regenerating resilience  
of the forest!



Armed with the wisdom of their ancient ancestors, the six 
Protectors will guide the Toa on their quest. Their knowledge 
of Okoto’s dangers may be the difference between victory and 
defeat for Tahu and his team!

POWER OF THE



The path to the ancient city isn’t an easy one, especially 
with this incredible beast standing guard. Lurking at 
the gates is the Lord of the Skull Spiders, 
watching for intruders with its eerie red 
eyes. Standing tall on six powerful 
legs, it can move with incredible 
speed and grip and crush its 
enemies with its claws. 

The biggest and baddest of the 
creatures on Okoto, the Lord 
of the Skull Spiders will stop at 
nothing to protect the city and 
keep its secrets hidden. 

GUARDIAN OF



LEGO.com/bionicle is the place to go online for exclusive news, trailers, animation and much more, 
designed to take you deeper into the BIONICLE universe! Check out what you can see right now:

Plus much more! Okoto is counting on you, so log on today.
LEGO.com/bionicle

A “Legend of BIONICLE” trailer Exciting webisodes introducing  
the BIONICLE saga

Six mini-animations of  
your favorite Toa heroes

EXPLORE 
BIONICLE®



AND NEW ENEMIES WILL EMERGE IN AUGUST 2015.
LEGO.com/bionicle
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